eC-AuditTool Upgrades: A Visual Guide
1. New Initial Start Page for New Audit

As you select which elements will be included
in the audit, they appear in this box below.
You start the new audit by clicking “Start Audit”
button after you have selected the Elements to
be included.

For an administrative audit (where only a portion
of the audit is conducted), you click here.
Administrative audits are only conducted in a
handful of scenarios and this type of audit always
requires advance approval from Enform.

2. A new look for the home page of your audit that is organized on the basis of the steps of an audit.

You can click these to get started
on that particular audit step.

“Letter of Transmittal” is gone—and
the “Follow-Up Letter” is now more
clearly described as the “Pre-Audit
Confirmation Letter”

3. Some minor changes to the “Audit Details” page to clear up any confusion.

These now appear under “Audit
Details” in your final audit report.

New descriptions for audit
start and audit complete.

Student Audit is now
designated here rather than
under “Audit Purpose” (e.g.,
sometimes an audit is both
a “student audit” and a
“maintenance audit”)

4. New mandatory fields under Justification Information and assistance meeting the standard on the number
of required site visits.

New mandatory fields that will ultimately help
ensure representative sites are visited and
ensure all sites are visited over a 3 year cycle.

An site visit planning tool
equivalent to the one provided
for interviews that calculates the
number of required sites given
the number of total sites (based
on the Alberta Partnerships site
sampling standard)

Whenever there are over 30 sites or any question
about the required number of sites or other audit
complexities, an audit plan is required. This
ensures the auditor receives the information they
need on sampling requirements for these nonstandard scenarios in advance.
Where standard sampling applies and an audit plan
has not been pre-approved by Enform, this may be
left blank.

5. More writing space for those occasions when auditor notes get longer.
When you click on element, the
entire tree opens up down to the
question level. A fourteen line text
box is available for entering notes if
you stay at element level.

If you click on question level, you
can enter your notes in a text box
that grows to match the length of
your entry. Validation/the validation
message can also be found here.

6. You can automatically paste your auditor notes into the audit report Findings/Notes text box.

Click “Append Notes” to
automatically copy your
auditor notes into the
audit report.

